
SELE D'TIONS. .

Sterility Among X-Ray Workers.
lThe dangers attending the continuous use of the X-ray, and

especially the dangers which menace the operator, are not yet
fully appreciated. Jordan claims that any man wlo works
daily with the ray for a year or two, even if he takes reason-
able care, .becoies sterile. By reasonable care this observer
mieans the keping of thé X-ray apparatus in a protected box,
the use of a protective shield for the tube, the wearing by the
operator of a protective apron, and keeping at a distance of
several yards from the direct ray. This being the case, it
seenis certain that the ordinary operator of the X-ray in this
country bas been protected in a very inadequate manner. So
far as we know, statistics regarding the sterility of X-ray
workers have not been collected. It w'ould be of interest to
grather such figures, and it would also be of interest to deter-
mine wlhether operators who give up the X-ray work recover
from their sterility. This is a point which has never been
settled. In the meantiine every X-ray worker, even the prac-
titioner who occasionally iuses the X-ray for diagnostic or
therapeutic purposes, should bear this danger in mind and take
protective steps. The protection of the tube so far as is pos-
sible, the use of a strongly protective apron, and the inter-
position between tlie operator and the ray of screens guarded
by heavy sheet lead should be carried. out in every instance.-
.1 A. M. A.

Irritable Bladder.
The following has been advised in irritable bladder in

neurasthenic subjects:
Il Tincturo belladonio.

Liquoris potassi liydroxidi, of each Sj.
Potassi citratis, 3ij.
Aquoa anisi, ij.
Aquw cinnanoni, q. s. ad =vi.

Misce. Signa: One tablespoonful every four hours.-
Medical Bulletin.

There seeis to 'be an increasing call for the doctor to enter
politics-but how can a good doctor afford to turn his attention
into such entirely foreign paths? There is nothing about the
practice of medicine that particularly qualifies a man for such
public questions as belong to a statesmnan, aside from those that
pertain to sanitation and hygiene. And a man who gives up
an established practice for the fiekle term of a political office,
in nine tines ont of ten awakens to the realization of having
ina(le a huge mistake.-Cinical Review.
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